Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are widely explored both due to their fascinating fundamental properties and their enormous potential for applications. One of these interesting fields concerns the magnetic functionalisation of carbon nanotubes and their application as nanoscaled magnetic objects, e.g., by filling with ferromagnetic nanowires [1] , ferrofluids [2] , molecular magnets, NMRactive materials [3] , etc. or by exohedral functionalisation with magnetic molecues [4] [5] . In particular, encapsulation of magnetic material offers a great potential since for practical applications carbon-shielding of magnetic materials provides a stable coating against oxidation and degradation. Examples are the use of magnetically filled CNT as tips for magnetic force microscopy, in sprintronics or as magnetic nanovectors in biomedicine [6] . In all these examples, the magnetic properties of the pristine non-functionalized starting material must be well known. In particular in the case of biomedical applications such as, e.g., drug-delivery or sensoring, any magnetic impurity might yield unwanted side-effect. Synthesis methods of carbon nanotubes, however, often apply magnetic catalyst particles which to a certain extend remain in the resulting material. Hence even strongly purified CNT can exhibit very large magnetic signal which renders them non-applicable for fundamental research on intrinsic magnetic properties and applications sensitive to ferromagnetic impurities. Here, we therefore investigate the magnetic properties of several pristine and aftertreated CNT and we discuss in detail the influence of preparation methods and catalyst materials on the magnetic properties of the nanotubes.
Experimental
CNT made by different synthesis techniques have been studied. (1) CNT made by the aerosolassisted chemical vapor deposition (AA-CVD) method based on Fe-catalyst [7] . The fixed bed method [8] has been used with the catalysts (2) permedur 50% FeCo alloy and (3)(4) Fe. In addition, commercially available single-walled (5) and multi-walled (6) CNT from Nanolab, Inc.
[10] and Bayer MaterialScience [11] have been studied. In order to gain nonmagnetic CNT annealing and evaporation of Fe catalyst was applied (7) as well as a the non-magnetic catalyst Re (8) as described in Ref. [9] . The magnetic characterization 
Results and discussion
The magnetization curves, at room temperature, of the CNT made by the different techniques (1)- (8) are presented in fig. 1 . The data show that samples (1)-(6) exhibit a ferromagneticlike behavior, whereas samples (7) and (8) show a purely diamagnetic response. The magnetic properties of CNTs prepared with magnetic catalyst material are governed by the ferromagnetic or superparamagnetic catalyst particles formed during and remaining inside carbon nanotubes after the synthesis procedure. The data clearly show that the methods (7) and (8) provide material completely free of ferromagnetic impurities. The data imply a diamagnetic susceptibility of ∼-3*10 −6 [emu/g] at room temperature which is consistent with the magnetization of carbon structures. It turns out that magnetization studies are extremely sensitive to any magnetic impurity and hence can be used as a very sensitive measure of the amount of magnetic catalyst. To be specific, the value of the saturation magnetization allows to estimate the amount of the magnetic material present in each sample. In addition, our TEM studies reveal information about the average size of the respective nanoparticles incorporated in the material. The respective numbers are listed in table 1. Fixed bed Re 10÷20 ---As the magnetic properties of samples are governed by the response of the catalyst nanoparticles, in the following we discuss the coercivities H C listed in table 1 for samples S1 and S2. We assume that in both cases the particles are exhibiting single magnetic domain states since the critical diameters r c for single domain formation of spherical particles amounts to 15 nm for Fe [12] and 41 nm for bcc FeCo [13] . According to the model of Néel [14] the coercivity of our single domain randomly oriented non-interacting particles with cubic anisotropy is proportional to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant K 1 , i.e. H C ∼ K 1 . The values of K 1 found experimentally at room temperature are K 1 = 4.8 * 10 4 J/m 3 and K 1 = −1 * 10 5 J/m 3 for α-Fe and disordered BCC 50% FeCo alloy, respectively [15] . While the particle size is similar, we observe H S2 C ≈ 2·H S1 C which is hence consistent to the Néel model. We note, that our data do not allow us to establish a model explaining the size dependence of H C for the Fe-catalysts in our samples. One might speculate that the TEM diameter determination underestimates the actual particle size in our materials. Suppression of the coercivity by thermal fluctuations as e.g. discussed by Gangopadhyay et al. [16] is visible for samples S3, S5 and S6 which exhibit much smaller critical fields than the samples with relatively large catalyst particles incorporated.
Conclusions
In summary, we have investigated the magnetic properties of CNT synthesized by different techniques. We have found strong effects of the remaining catalyst particles on the magnetization of the material which renders magnetization studies a very sensitive tool for determination of residual catalyst material. The usage of non-magnetic catalyst of a high temperature annealing procedure render the material diamagnetic as expected for a pure carbon structure.
